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1. General Remarks on Leadership and 
Management 

The subject "Leadership and Management" is
extremely broad, therefore it is for me only
possible to set a few piles.

Leadership is leaders including followers to act
for certain goals that represent the values and 
the motivation, the wants and needs, the 
aspirations and expectations, of both leaders
and followers.
Burns, James Mac Gregor, 1987. Leadership. Harper & Row, New York



Leadership and Management are associated
with the personality of each person. It is nearly
impossible to become an excellent leader or 
manager in case you grew up in an unfavorable
surrounding.

I would estimate on the basis of my experience in 
my different positions that at least 30 % of the high 
educated employees, including so-called leaders
and managers are without the strength to take any
risks in business affairs. Nearly all employees of 
this group are immediately ready to jump into a 
project if "the blue sky is seen".

Biogen is on the way to open a location for 600 
coworkers near Solothurn, Switzerland. 
In the information sheet of Biogen-International is 
written:          "Working fearlessly" 
We are looking for pioneers who are ready to
take risks.



Based on my experience I define the two groups of 
Coworkers in a Company, namely as: 

1.  Leaders with a final mandate are:
Executive Leaders

2.1 Leaders without a mandate are:
Internal or external Consultants

2.2 Internal and external Leaders have a limited mandate,
namely limited to the knowledge of their expertise.



2. My Selection of excellent Leaders
The leaders for my presentation were 
selected on the basis of my literature 
studies and also based on my personal 
activities and contacts.

Abraham Lincoln 
(1809 – 1865)



There have been many great leaders as Presidents of the 
United States such as:
Washington, Jefferson, and the Roosevelts.
However, Abraham Lincoln is ranked consistently 
as the greatest of all.

He was the 16th President of the United States of  
America and the first President as a Member of the 
Republican Party.

1. Lincoln on Leadership, Donald T. Phillips, Warner Books, Inc., 
1271 Ave. of America, New York, NY 10020

2. Lincoln's Greatest Speech, Ronald C. White JR. Simon & Schuster,
1230 Ave. of America, New York, NY 10020



"Management by Wandering Around" 

was the basis for Lincoln’s Leadership as Chief of 
the Armed Forces, starting with 16'000 men and 
consisting finally of about 2 Million soldiers.

Dubbed 120 years later by Tom Peters and Robert Waterman.

Peters, Thomas J., and Waterman, Robert H. 1982. In Search
of Excellence. Harper & Row, New York

The introduction of a Management Principle 



● The Leadership of Abraham Lincoln

was rather complex to understand because 
he combined an extreme persistence with an 
extraordinary spontaneity.

● His absolute goal was the reunification of 
the two nations, namely the Northern States
and the Confederate States.

One example of Lincoln's leading quality:
Lincoln's for relieving Gen. John Fremont 
from his command in Missouri (1861):
His cardinal mistake is that he isolates himself,
& allows nobody to see him; and by which he 
does not know what is going on in the very 
matter he is dealing with.



Professor Dr. Werner Kuhn 
(1899 – 1963)

Marcel‐Benoist‐Prize for the year 1962



Werner Kuhn

1923                    Graduation ETH Zürich

1924 to 1926 Postdoctoral studies in Kopenhagen under Niels Bohr                                          

1927 to 1930       University of Heidelberg, Institute of Professor 
Karl Freudenberg

1930 to 1936      University of Karlsruhe, Assistant Professor by
Georg Bredig, absolut configuration of molecules

1936 to 1939      University of Kiel, Full Professor , hydrodynamical properties
of macromolecules, multiplication of concentration effects

1939                  University of Basel, Director of the Physicochemical Institut.



Leadership of Professor Kuhn

The advanced classes under the guidance of Werner 

Kuhn for invited professors, the assistants, and 

the dissertation students at all the Wednesdays

afternoon during the semester was an excellent

activity in aspects of creativity, education in science,

and project management.



Born in Shanghai in 1934, died in Los Altos Hill
in 2016.
He was born in well-to-do families active in the
silk business. They were forced to leave Shanghai, 
when the communist army was advancing the city. 
He was accepted in Berkeley as a chemical 
engineering student, but switched his major to 
physical chemistry. As worker by Del Monte fruit 
cannery and working for the math department he 
could support his studies and simultaneously 
obtained a major contribution factor for his
education. After graduation, his first job was with
a company manufacturing gas chromatograph
Wilkens-Aerograph. T.Z. became the position as an 
applications chemist and he was soon promoted as 
responsible for the marketing.

He introduced an excellent mailing promotion.
1965 changed to Varian Aerograph.
1963, he moved to Basel, Switzerland to open 
Varian Aerograph and started
Subsidiaries in several European countries.
He resigned from Varian to join Finnigan 
Corporation as CEO. T.Z. Chun was working 12 
hours a day and he was the first Asian CEO in a 
public technology company in America. 
T.Z. Chu was for many years a trustee of the 
University of California Berkeley Foundation and 
collected an extraordinary sum for the support of 
education and research.

Tao -Zeun (T.Z.) Chu



Hoefer President, T.Z. Chu, joins the Pharmacia 
Biotech Management in San Francisco in 1995.



T.Z. Chu (1934-2016) and wife Irmgard Chu, 
Family of Voices, National Museum of American History



List of additional Leaders to those I had shorter or longer periods
of contact.

Leaders, following the "Management by wandering around":

Dr. Paul Rhyner, Head of the Central Research Services Department,
Ciba-Geigy Ltd.

Dr. Paul B. Weisz, Manager, Mobil Researchand Development Corp.,
Princton, N.J.

Dr. Hansjörg Heller, Head of Research, Corporate Committee,
Ciba-Geigy Ltd.

Anton Schaerli, Plant Director of Basel, Ciba-Geigy Ltd.

Ernst Beyeler, Owner and Director of the BeyelerFoundation, Basel



Prof. Dr. Joachim Seelig, Head of the BioCentre, University of Basel

Dr. Bruno Böhlen, Director of the "Bundesamt für Umweltschutz", Bern

Prof. Günther Laukien, Founder and President of Bruker Physik Ltd. 

Dr. Alexander Krauer, President of the Ciba-Geigy Ltd.

Dr. h. c. Fritz Gerber, President and Chief Executive Officer,

Roche Holding AG.

I omitted the indication for the deceased as well as for the professor emeritus 



3. My first and second Day in the Central Research 
Services Department, Geigy Ltd.  

The importance of the first 2 days must be a "quantité négligeable". 
The first day started in my office with two documents lying on my desk. 

The first Document was written by my manager and was concerned about:

Purity Measurements by Differential Scanning Calorimetry based 
on the premelting of crystalline substances.

His conclusion was: No corresponding purity values could
be obtained and the results were totally inconsistent.

Our Manager recommended us to perform qualitative studies such as kinetic
transformations.



We decided to perform measurements using the same chemical substances
for the determination of the eutectic purity with selected mixtures. The making 
Of mixtures with crystalline substances is not so easy. O. Heiber constructed 
a mechanical mixture system for small sample masses.

Our measurements revealed the same problems, namely inconsistancy of the 
data. As we checked the the literature we found the indication for sublimation 
for the selected impurity. The measurements of the weights for the filled sample 
pans before and after the melting process showed the loss of weight in the 
order of a few percent of the sample mass. 

Our solution was: The volatile sample pan for liquid samples from Perkin-Elmer 
Corp. was for a rather high pressures hermetically sealed. We performed tests
with water. 
We started from this point a broad development for the measurement of the 
purity of crystalline subastances.
Our evaluation program, developed on the basis of our experience was at this
time the only one applicable for industrial produced organic substances. 



My first communication in Thermal Analysis was at
the 3. ICTA, Davos 1971
«Purity Determination by Differential Calorimetry»

Erwin Marti, Thermochimica Acta, 5 (1972) 173 - 220

Chairman: Prof. B. Wunderlich, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

His Statement was: I published recently a Review Communication for
this subject and I can tell you that your whole presentation is wrong!

My answer was: The findings are made after an intensive development period 
with studying theoretical facts and are furthermore experimentally verified.  

Take Home Lession:
You should never publish a review article, if you are 
not an expert in this area!



The second Document was written by Dr. Ochsner, Head of the Finances of the Geigy 
Ltd. and Head of a Division.

Dr. Ochsner asked me, with an extremely polite letter, that I should perform investigations 
about the solubility of an active substance in different polymers. He explained that the 
Analytical Department could not deliver consistent data. The data would be of a great I
importance for the company and the results should give a basis for the discussions
in a litigation process.

The Meeting with the direct manager at the second day started with the presence of the
coworker O. Heiber.

The direct manager took reference to the letter of Dr. Ochsner. 

He explained us that such a project could be endless and is outside the working area of
the Physics Department. He gave the following order: Your focus should be to determine 
DSC data and also to study transformations as the polymorphic transitions of crystalline
substances. 



The question about the scientific knowledge I could have on the basis 
of my education over 20 years was not brought at the table. 

Again alone, I explained to my coworker, let us start and the first steps 
were already initiated at my second day.

Four weeks later the results could be delivered with a good precision.

This project gave for me the best possible insight into the Geigy
Corporation!



4.Troubleshooting for an industrial  Process.

Dr. Roth, head of the production in Kaisten, Aargau invited me in 1969 to

visit his factory under construction. The production of an  active substance

for a capacity over 2'000 tons has been planned.

The product should be grinded after the crystallization in seven grinding 

mills using steal balls.

I studied this grinding process after this visit.



My conclusion of this idea has been sent  to Dr. Roth, Kaisten at the 

end of 1969.

My conclusion was the following one: 

The grinding mills will produce larger crystals for this active

substance and not as you assume fine crystals. 

I explained that such a crystal growing process could also proceed

during the storage and transport of the formulated substance.



The members of the Division Committee were not prepared to deal with consultants.

These members regarded themselves as qualified to judge about domains they
had at no times any education for.

As a consequence, no further discussions or actions about this subject was
planned by the head of the division and his management team.

It was not my job to initiate plans for the study of this process. 
It was one year time to try to improve the grinding process or also
the quality of the product.

The head of the Physics Department came at the end of September 1970 at my   
house. A meeting was arranged at the Kaisten production plant between the 
Central Research Function – I was the internal Consultant and Dr. Roth in 
Kaisten had the position as Representative of the Division. 



The production was running for three weeks. Dr. Roth explained us
the situation for this start phase.

The grinded and formulated active substances were transported with a 
pressurized Nitrogen flow into the two silos with a capacity of 20 tons.

After a storage time of only a few days were the silos blocked. 
The two silos were opened on top and the inspection showed blocks of
crystals.

The silos had to be cleaned with a mining procedure.

The Division Committee was shocked. The fastness of this transformation 
was a surprise for me. 

I was aware of the phenomena for this defect. I could present 
immediately a solution for the existing problem.



You should mount about 10 connections at the bottom of the silos 
for a pressurized Nitrogen flow. You apply in intervals of about 10 
to 20 minutes with pressurized Nitrogen shocks. 
An opening on top of the silos must be existing. This treatment 
will whirl the crystals upwards and break the starting 
conglomerates into single crystalline particles.

Dr. Roth agreed immediately, because the only alternative would 
have been the shut down of the plant.

My recommendations were immediately executed and the defect
was eliminated.

I insisted with the support of Dr. Roth that I was allowed to check the 
plant internal analytical department. The results of the gas chroma-
tography indicated a substance with a constant trace of 0.1%. It was 
interesting because of the physicochemical property of this impurity
in relation to the main compound



I got the sample for the active substance directly at the production line under  
my eyes. 

We measured the content of this substance for several samples. The values
were always more the 10 times higher compared with the values reported at Kaisten.
The real values of this impurity could not be determined at the plant over years 
because of a wrong analytical instruction. 

Take home lesson: 
I observed over a period of about 40 years at any industrial company I was active,
however, also within the academia, the inabiliy to discuss such problems concerning the
own domain with experts.
In several hunderd occasions I opened with the investigations of my team new 
inside knowledge. Many of my proposals were blocked by narrow minded
Executive Leaders. These examples would fill another presentation.

Two flies were killed in on stroke with the Nitrogen blowing into the silos. 



Two months later I got a phone call from Dr. Eugen Keller, the Head
of the Central Research Services of the Ciba-Geigy. He had about 
1'500 coworkers.  

Dr. Keller informed me, that I was the first coworker in his 
Department who solved an important production defect by a
combination of science and technology. 
He said, you will be promoted for this activity to the position of a 
Senior Chemist.



5. Additional Projects and Final Remarks 
The main task for my organization were project oriented. 
Very often the project was proposed by myself. There are some additional examples: 

5.1. A Pentaoxyfuran
A Lecturer explained at a presentation on a Pharmaceutical Managers Meeting in
Brunnen, Switzerland that a crystalline Active Substance reveals too low blood
concentrations.
I made the statement, that I would help the Lecturer to solve the problem.
It became a 2 years intensive project with the search for the most stable crystal
modification. 
The most stable one, we made a patent for it, is always the most difficult to 
crystallize.
Prof. Karl Freudenberg, University of Heidelberg  found 40 years earlier already 
3 crystalline forms for the same Pentaoxyfuran.. 
In brackets, I had the chance to be involved in a court trial against a chemical 
compound over a period of 2 years.



5.2. Incineration of the Seveso waste
The Presidents of the Roche Holding AG and of the Ciba-Geigy Ltd. decided 
that the waste from Seveso shall be burned in the special Waste Incinerator of 
Ciba-Geigy Ltd.
Dr. Bruno Böhlen, "Director Bundesamt für Umweltschutz" was Head of the Team
of Experts. 
Half a year after the formation of the Team of Experts reported several news-
papers that dark clouds are laying over this project.
I wrote a week later a proposal for a program to follow. A few days later I was 
project leader for Thermochemistry, Kinetic and Stack Gas Analysis.
The project started with several activities carefully organized by myself; all steps 
had to be accepted by the Team of Experts. The project could be brought to an end 
with excellent thermochemical and analytical developments especially for the
burning conditions and the stack gas surveillance.
The Team of Experts were astonished about my written document in which I gave
an upper limit for the stack gas emission always in advance for the next burning
activity.
Several standards in a world wide scale could be generated with our burning
procedure of toxic waste in respect to the conditions, and stack gas analysis.  



5.3. Tobias Acid
The Tobias Acid revealed in this online processing a weak reactivity 
in Oleum applying a screw reactor. The unreacted crystals of Tobias 
Acid changed the Oleum in a honey like liquid. Finally, the power of 
the electric engine was too weak for the movement of the screw reactor. 
It was a mess to clean this apparatus. 
The characterization of the crystals in our laboratories should give 
pathways for an improvement of the reactivity. Over a dozen of
properties of the crystals were determined and we were successful 
to find a solution for the increase of the reactivity forb the Tobias Acid.    


